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New Fraternal Affiliation
Sought By UPS
The thirteen UPS members of
the Phi Beta Kappa fraternity
have made application to the
national organization for the
establishment of a local cahpter.
Dr. John Magee, Phi Beta
Kappa and head of the Philosophy
department, stated, "The
existence on our campus of this
most prestigious old-time
honorary would be a mark of
distinction for the University."
Presently, in our state only the
University of Washington,
Whitman College, and Washington
State University have chapters. In
the entire nation Magee estimates
that there are about 180 chapters.
The national Phi Beta Kappa
organization runs on a triennium
and there is only one chance every
three years to get a college
chartered.
UPS has been applying at
almost every opportunity for
many years and still hasn't made
it. Magee says the school has
applied five or six times since he
began teaching here in 1947.
Dr. J. Maxon Reeves, academic
dean, has filled out a
questionnaire which describes the
academic standing of the
University. This goes to the
national and if it is approved an
investigation team will come to
UPS. Finalists will be considered
at the triennial convocation.
Magee explains, "I think
there's a chance that we'll be
accepted. I wouldn't urge the
effort if there weren't." Past
records indicate that between 7
and 15 new chapters will be
selected this round.
"Three years ago the school
did not apply because we were
right in the middle of
development of the 4-1-4
program. Six years ago UPS was
not considered beyond the
preliminary application."
Magee maintains, "We have
come very close a couple of times.

In 1929 and in 1938 the school
was almost selected."
In the more recent past the
selection committee has looked
askance at the school because of
the heavy enrollment in
vocational areas.
After the war, the second one,
the heavy influx of students on
the GI Bill increased the
proportion of students in the
business school.

The fraternity of Phi Gamma
Delta announced this week their
plans to sponsor a Free
University.
When interviewed the Fiji
President said that Series One will
deal with "The Revolution." "I
hope that the 'Fiji Free U' will be
a place where students can come
and learn," said the President,
"and not evolve into a tactics
planning group."
All students are welcome to
attend the "Fiji Free U' which
will be held Wednesday evenings
from 7 to 9 in the living room of
the Fiji House (1414 No. Union)'
Leroy Annis will be the major
contributor to the Free U at the
first meeting on Wednesday

DR. JOHN MAGEE
Phi Beta Kappa
Phi Beta Kappa will not
separate the College of Arts and
Sciences from the College of
Business. Subsequently the entire
University standards are the
average between the schools.
The last time the school was
turned down the fraternity
criticized the school for a
proliferation of degrees and the
high proportion of students
primarily vocationally oriented.
Magee claimed that this year's
application reflected a better
situation than ever before. "The
student-teacher ratio has
improved, the library has more
books, and the language standards
have been made higher."
He pointed out; however, "If
the application fails this time if
will probably be because of the
school's vocational orientation."

October 21st. The topic for the
first meeting is "Revolution: An
Overview."
Future topics on following
Wednesdays will be: Professor
Bob Ford and the "Black
Revolution" (Oct. 28); Professor
Tim Hansen and the "Political
Revolution: Carl Maxey"(Nov.
4); Professor Leroy Annis and the
"Revolution in Literature" (Nov.
11); and finally Professor Dan
Kelleher and the "Urban
Revolution" (Nov. 18).

Hungry Students
Look Forward To
Barbequed Beef
On Saturday, October 24,
there will be an all school
Barbequed Beef Dinner
immediately following the
football game.
The UPS alumni will decorate
the Field House and be on hand
to serve the students.
Full meal ticket holders—no
charge of course— all others
$1.60. Both the Student Center
and Men's Group Housing food
facilities will be closed for this
meal only.
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Resistance Stages Protest Rally
Park Board Grants Permit
By NORM EDER

"Fiji Free U" Opens Semester
By GREG BREWIS

TRAIL

CHARLES ELICKER, Republican

The first political rally of the
present academic year was held on
Oct. 12 in Wright Park The rally,
which was held at 4:00 o'clock
was centered around the trials of
the Tacoma Six and various
military trials to be held in the
area in the next few months.
The rally, which was originally
planned to be without a park
permit, was given a last minute
permit by the Park Commission
in an obvious attempt to avoid a
confrontation. The 150 persons in
the park at the time remained
content to listen to the speakers
and sing some songs.
The only police at the
demonstration were the regular
Park Police and two plainclothes
detectives.
Many speakers were present at
Tim Pettit, Resistance head, speaks with distinguished suit as GI speaks
the demonstration. As a result of
out at Wright's Park rally.
the number of speeches was cut
short to accomodate all of them
The persons speaking represented
the GI movement, the
Resistance, the local High School
Liberation Front and the campus
community.
Saturday morning, at 11:30
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED
am, living groups will assemble for
WATER' the 1970 Homecoming
the Spirit Parade. All trucks must
weekend, "crawls" to a start on
meet required specifications to
Friday, October 23, with a new
join
in the parade, Immediately
addition, the Turtle Race. At 3:30
following is the Homecoming
pm, in Jones Quad, all entries
Game with Whitworth College at
(sponsored by each living group)
1:30 p.m.
will begin the 10 foot race to the
.

Homecoming Opens
With Turtle Race, Bonfire

Senate Hopeful
Seeks Support

Charles Elicker, Republican
candidate for U.S. Senate, was
scheduled to speak to UPS
students Thursday afternoon.
The Bainbridge Island attorney
and nursing home administrator,
who doesn't attempt to hide his
striking resemblence to Teddy
Roosevelt, has served one term in
the state house and one in the
state senate.
On the war he is quick to
demonstrate a more middle of the
road stance than defeated peace
candidate Carl Maxey. He said
recently in an associated press
interview, "We just cannot walk
out of Vietnam and leave the
physical mess there that we have
created."
He added, "Their economy
would collapse in a minute into
anarchy if the United States
withdrew its aid."
"It's going to take more than
just sending dollars, it's going to
take some people."
Elicker believes the United
States must be willing to use its
armed forces if necessary to
protect Israel.
"1 just don't feel from the
standpoint of long-range peace
settlement in the Middle East we
can allow Israel to be destroyed."
Why is he running? He
concedes that Jackson "doesn't
really need to be worried about
me in this campaign." On his
future, he says, "It might be that
two or four or six years from
now, the opportunity might arise
when I'd want to run for some
other political office. In that case,
I feel that this is just damn good
training."

finish line.
Following this event, at 7:30,
will be the bonfire, presented by
the Freshman class. and the
judging of the displays. The
displays, constructed by paired
living groups, will be judged by
members of the Homecoming
Court and Homecoming
Committee.

Featured at half-time is the
presentation of the Homecoming
Court and the Trike Race. The
members of the 1970 Homecomin
Court are:
Dan Blunk (Phi Gamma Delta)
Steve Dawson (Beta Theta Pi)
Neil Gray (Phi Delta Theta)
Loren Hoffman (Independent)

(Continued on Page Eight)

The trike race, a traditional favorite at Homecoming, will not be held
this year in favor of a turtle race.

CBC Saturday Seminars
Four all-day seminars intended
to explore and expand
communication between students
and community leaders, will
evolve from reading and
discussion of Catch 22 by Joseph
Heller, The End of the American
Era by Andrew Hacker, Loue and
Will by Rollo May, and The Prize
by Arthur Miller.
Twenty students and a few
professors and trustees are among
the seminar participants, including
Dr. Robert Albertson, organizer
of the program. The balance of
the forty members are business,

social, and political leaders in the
community. Position papers will
be presented on each of the books
by one individual from the
community and one student.
The series was inspired by a
student expressed desire to
develop rearJnable
communication methods and
exchange of ideas with parents
and community opinion makers.
The experiment begins with
discussion of Catch 22 and a
viewing of the movie, now playing
in Seattle.
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Division Of Power
Benefits Students
Tom Leavitt, ASUPS president is a member of four of
the most important governing bodies at the University of
Puget Sound.
He is chairman of Central Board, a member of the
University Council, Faculty Senate, and Long Range Planning
Commission.
No other one person is so involved in the governance
and operation of the University. University President R.
Franklin Thompson sits only on two of these bodies, the
LRPC and the University Council.
The fact that the students, who foot 83% (1970-71)
of the bill for operating the University, are becoming
important in the policy-making and operations of UPS.
Today students sit on all Trustee committees and
almost all of the faculty committees. Their input is finally
being considered.
Two reasons for this growth in participation by
students can be traced to: (a) the increase in the number of
students who are genuinely concerned with the University,
and (b) Tom Leavitt's personality, which has caused many
'people to become concerned with the situation the
University is in.
During the two years he has been in student
government, Leavitt has been able to centralize power around
him and speaks with authority.
Leavitt has brought credibility and functional value
to student input. He has become a person who commands
support from the general student body and respect from
faculty and administration.
UPS is no longer a University whose policy is made
by the same persons who administer it. Everyone in the
"University Community" can finally get involved, especially
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COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES
FORMED TO EVALUATE EFFECTS
by GREG BREWIS
Profound."
"But what does it do?" asked I.
TACOMA — A spokesman from the University of
Puget Sound announced this week that the private school has
Next, I contacted an Involved Trustee who informed
me, "I'm not real sure about the Committee on Committees,
taken yet another step toward Relevant Education.
The 29-31 year old spokesman exclaimed his relief at but I'll check and get right back to you."
"But what does it do?" asked I.
achieving the Ultimate Compromise through the
Finally, a combative Vice-President explained, "I've
establishment of a new committee. "The Committee on
Committee", he explained, "will help the University establish been involved in the Community since the Beginning and I
know that this committee is a Good Thing."
Meaningful Dialogue to resolve some Conflicts."
A Concerned Commission recommended the
"But what does it do?" asked I.
formation of the Committee on Committees, seeing it as a
On my way to the first meeting of the Committee on
Viable Alternative to the disorganization of an effective void. Committees I was still puzzled over the function of the
The gray long-haired spokesman explained that a group.
Sincere Effort was being made to choose representatives from
On the way I ran into the Relevant University
spokesman and explained my puzzlement to him.
a Broad Base to insure the Equality of Representation.
In a search for the expected function of the "That is surprising," said he, "It is all Perfectly Clear
Committee on Committees this reporter contacted several to me. One must take an Overview of the Situation. Then one
members of the University Community. will begin to see the Rough Outline of the Crystalline limits
An Exceedingly Alert student in Collins "Library" of Authority as Encompassed by the Committee on
was asked, "What will be the function of this Committee on Committees. You, quite frankly, have been lead astray by
some Common Misconceptions."
Committees?"
"Now I know what it does," said I.
He responded, "It'll be Heavy Man, Real Relevant to
We entered the meeting room to discover it packed
Our Times."
with Aware members of the University Community.
"But what does it do?" asked I.
A Balding Plump administrator explained in a later
Having a Clear Conception of the function of the
interview that "The Committee on Committees" will be a Committee on Committees I was becoming quite engrossed in
Concise and Effective addition to our Community."
the marvel of Relevant Decision Making at a Policy Decision
Making Level.
"But what does it do?" asked I.
I turned to smile at a pretty young 4 year old who
I happened next upon a dreamy-eyed Faculty
member who calmly explained that, "The Academic had said, "Mamma, they're not doing anything."
Excellence that this committee will Generate could be
"She'll Understand someday," said I.
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Opinions expressed in the TRAI L are those of
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Dear TRAIL:
As I read last week's issue, a
thought went through my mind,
"Does this newspaper cover its
beat, the University of Puget
Sound?" Further reading
disclosed it did not. The paper has
slowly expanded to a
liberal-radical, anti-fraternity, and
anti-everything, news issue.
Objectivity has been lost in an era
when both sides of the story are
badly needed. For example,
articles entitled "Peace Symbol
Now Available fot Typewriter,"
and "Resistance Plans Rally" are
given priority over fraternity news
campus. Worthwhile projects such
as their Little Brother Program,
designed to help underprivileged
boys of the community, and offer
a constructive, not destructive,
way to aid those in need of
assistance, are overlooked by our
"school" paper.
The news staff must begin to
present both sides, to inquire and
search out for proper, unbiased
information. Perhaps a mention of
the benefits of the Greek system
as well as its wrongs would be in
order. During a time when
equality is demanded, the news
media must provide equal time to
the other side. It is too easy for a
news source to impose a
completely biased and
opinionated views of the news on
its readers. As for me, I am tired
of being led around by a
newspaper that will not devote its
principle efforts to the school,-yet
is being subsidized by the very
institution it is designated to
report the news about.
Before closing, as an example
of TRAIL excellence, I am
providing the true story of the
origin of the "peace" symbol. The
incorrect version, included in the
article, "Peace Symbol Now
Available for Typewriters" is an
illustration of the research
abilities of the TRAIL staff.
Respectfully,
Jim Kidrick
PARADE MAGAZINE in June
1970 reveals that "The peace
symbol was first associated with
the late Bertrand Russell and his
'ban the bomb' movement in
1958." Russell, who is
remembered for his anti-God
fulminations, did not design the
symbol. He adopted a well-known
Satanist symbol and suggested to
the innocents that they use it as
their banner.
Among Satanist and witchcraft
cults it symbolizes evil and death.
In the BOOK OF SIGNS, Dover
Publ., the inverted fork-shaped
figure is said to represent "the
man dies."
Museum of Witchcraft,
Bayonne, France, has a number of
woodcuts illustrating the
infamous Black Mass and Witches'
Sabbath with the symbol of Satan
adorning the alter as an 'unholy
relic.'
It's actual design dates back to
the first century when the
deranged Roman Emperor Nero
(54-68 a.d.) is said to have
designed the symbol as a "broken
cross" to show disrespect for the
Christian God at the time of the
crucifixion of St. Peter.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The above
report "claimed" to be the origin
of the peace symbol was
submitted along with the above
letter to the editor.
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TUITION: IS IT TOO HIGH
STUDENTS ANSWER

Myth 2 Explored

Myth 2: South Vietnam invited files. It is also will to keep inmind
the US to repel external another bit of administraion
duplicity; that os the incident
aggression.
Rejoiner: When the Senate leading to the Gulf of Tonkin
Foreign Relations Committee Resolution. On August 4, 1964,
Three Dog Night. I don't know asked the State Department for a the destroyer MADDOX was
By GREG BREWIS and
expense. The classes I'm
taking haven't measured up to my how much they pay, but surely copy of South Vietnam's request attacked by North Vietnamese
HALBERT TODD
expectations. A lot of it is just it's too much. You have to expect for troops, the Department was torpedo boats off the coast of
review of High School stuff that a private school to be more forced to reveal that no such North Vietnam. Congress was told
you
would think they assume you expensive but I don't think we are di u t ul be ts that she was 60 miles from the
Several UPS students were
asked to comment on the net know. A lot of the lectures are getting our money's worth."
.oast.
BARBARA BARKER, Soph:
worth of a UPS education in light not very challenging. I'm hoping
Subsequent testimony revealed
of the tuition expense. The they will be a little more "Probably not. It probably isn't
that she was three miles off shore.
helping me to accomadate myself
students interviewed are a random promising in the future.
North Vietnam has a 12 mile
TRACY EKSTROM, Jr: to reality. I don't think I could
sample taken from each academic
territorial limit.
get that much better an education
building of the University. "Yeah. I guess it's worth the
somewhere else. It's an awful lot
expense,
Teachers
pay
attention
Each student interviewed was
Executive Travel
to pay, but if you're going to be
asked: "Is the education you are to you alot more than in a State
UPS Branch
within
the
system,
you're
going
to
receiving here at UPS worth the University. I'm a transfer from
be
within
the
system."
Convenient
WSU and I like it a lot better here.
tuition expense?"
superior to the University of
All
and
all
I
don't
mind
the
JENNIFER SPRANDO, Soph.:
Skip the hassles, buy
Washington. I didn't transfer
"I think you get more individual expense. What can you do? It's
your
ticket for vaction ,
because my credits would have
attention here. Personally, I don't not a government supported
travel right here on
gotten screwed up and I wouldn't
think it's worth the expense. I'm institiution.
campus. Avoid Xmas
RICK
GRIFFITH,
Soph:
"No.
Name witheld on request.: "I
transferring next year.
rush. Make reservations
LYNN THOMAS, Soph.: "No. The expenses go for diddly-shit better not say anything because
now. Call or see Mark
I don't think so. I think it's stuff like campus flicks and for I'll get in trouble with my
Rhodes. Register 200.
awfully expensive. The education stuff like dances and concerts like parents."
Ext. 419.
is worth the expense, but it still
hurts.
CHRIS BILLINGS, Sr.: "For
me it is worth the expense,
G R 5-0557
because I'm getting paid an awful
lot of money to go here. I'm
doing all the things I want to do,
but I think for the majority of the
students, the tuition is not worth
D
it.
r
id
SUZETTE DEBUTTS, Jr.: "I
343 TACOMA MALL
don't think it is worth it. I came
Records Tapes Posters
to a small school because I wanted
Blacklite Room
to get individual help. When I did
Check our full line of quality stereo equipment
come the tuition was not as high
as it is now. If I had known the
tuition was going to go up so
much I wouldn't have come. I
The "MEHERABUS", Charlie Morton's roving Meher Baba Center,
don't think the education here is
-

-

JOB HUNTING TROUBLE?

University Given
$75,300
(UPSNB)—The University of
Puget Sound has been named the
recipient of a $75,300 grant from
the US Department of Justice for
its Law Enforcement Education
Program (LEEP), announced UPS
President, R. Franklin Thompson.
The grant is one of several among
colleges in the state, and greatly
expands the UPS program which
was begun last year.
The money is being used
strictly for the college liberal arts
training of individuals now
employed in law enforcement
agencies and of college students
interested in pursuing a career in
any aspect of Justice Department
operations. The grant provides full
tuition for the 40 students
currently participating in LEEP,
and other students are being
recruited.
Any individual looking toward
a career as a police officer,
prosecuting attorney, corrective
institution officer, or adult

Charlson
Restaurant

probation/parole officer is eligible
to receive tuition under the
program.
Dr. Frank Peterson, professor
of sociology and coordinator of
LEEP, emphasized that the
program is organized wholly
within the framework of existing
classes at UPS, and "in no way
gets involved in police training".
"Our overriding goal," said
Peterson, "is to make existing
personnel in all aspects of justice
better equipped to deal with
today's problems."
Those enrolled for fall semester
at UPS include members of the
Tacoma Police Department, the
Pierce County sheriff's Office, the
Bremerton Police Department,
and the McNeil Island Federal
Penitentiary. However, additional
new students are being sought and
transfers from area community
colleges will be allowed to
complete their degrees at UPS
through the grant.

New Management
NOW OPEN TO
SERVE YOU
915 N. Lawrence--Sk9-9415

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

SEE

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th

5K 2-6667

Gunognson
Orr:riza7 jeetrig

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR
3817' 2

North 26th

764 BROADWAY
TACO MA

527 PINE STREET
S EATTLE

BRoadway 2 - 4295

MA 4 1531

LET'S MEET AT

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Air Force ROTC may offer you a solution. The Air
Force offers one of the most highly specialized
managerial and technical education programs
available to college graduates. Officers, after
completing their obligated service, are in high demand
in almost all commercial concerns.
If you are interested in your future and have at least
two years of university study remaining
(undergraduate or graduate) then consider the U.S.
Air Force. (Incidentally, AFROTC members in
araduate school do receive deferments.) The Professor
of Aerospace Studies is now interviewing applicants
interested in careers in the following areas:

Aircraft Pilot

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"

Recent statistics
in the Wildcat reveal that
non-technical job openings for college graduates are
becoming scarce, and the trend is continuing. Firms
are looking for graduates with experience and many
related qualifications. Many firms won't consider
graduates who are qualified but have uncertain draft
status, so the chances for a job are reduced even
further.

Johnny's
Golden Door
Restaurant
Fife WA 2-6686

Aircraft Navigation
Aeronautical Engineering
Civil Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Business Administration
Criminology
Foreign Technology

Optical Science
Medicine
Missile & Aircraft Maint.
Scientific Research
Space Operations
Personnel
Finance
Other related fields

The Air Force Officer Qualification Test is being
offered free and without obligation at 8:00 AM, 21
October, 24 October, 7 November and 21 November
in the Fieldhouse, Aerospace Studies classroom 1,
University of Puget Sound, to college students who
wish to determine their eligibility for the Air Force
ROTC Two Year Program. For further details,
contact the Professor of Aerospace Studies,
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington
98416, Phone: SK 9-3521, Ext 264, 265.

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
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"On Feb. 12 There Were 106 Of Us..."
"58 Days Later There Were 61..."
sor•■■■••■■••%.0%.0%.001\011tro

EDITORS NOTE: Bob Phelps
delivered this account of his
experiences in Vietnam as a part
of the Saturday seminars Bob
Albertson of the Humanities
Division is sponsoring at the
Commencement Bay Campus. The
next seminar, involving students,
faculty, and people from the
community, will be November 14.
01■001%.".1%.0Wsar

Vietnam
Survival
On October 4, 1968, I was
assigned to an infantry company
in the "I" Corps area of
operations in South Vietnam. This
company numbered about 130
men, 100 of whom served in the
field. The company was one of
four in the 4th Battallion, 3rd
Infantry, which was commanded
by a 45 year old Lt. Colonel.
My company, Bravo, was made
up of short-timers, men who had
served eight or nine months in the
field and could now count their
remaining days on a short-timer's
calendar, (one which counted
down from 1000 to one days left
to serve.)

Tour Of Duty Begins
The company worked from my
arrival until January in an area of
relative security, seldom meeting
the enemy and never suffering
casualties. During this time the
company was undergoing several
major changes which contributed
to formation of the counter
culture later. The most important
contributing factors were the
arrival of a new Battalion
Commander and the rotation of
all the Company's battle-seasoned
veterans. In the place of the
departed veterans came, over a
period of three months, nearly
100 fresh, young, and highly
disillusioned boys. Half were
white, half were black or shades
of brown, and all were young,
under 21.
(

ACROSS FROM HIGHLAND HILL

ARi (D.
ERIVARi
EXOTICALLY DELICIOUS

CHICKEN
SHRIMP
TEMPURA

the Infantry will have a priority The MAN
on gaining promotions or getting
the more choice dates for R and
The Man, in our case, was a
R. More important, the book says pudgy, balding, red headed
that a Commander does not ego-maniac who took command
misuse his men, that he respects of our Battalion on Christmas
them and by showing them his Day, 1968.
concern for them he gains their
In order to trace the evolution
respect. The book says that he of our Company into a counter
does not ask his men to do culture it is helpful to trace the
anything he would not do with events which marked that
them, and that he does not evolution. The first of the events
commit his men unless he was the combat assault of our
understands the commitment and Company from Duc Pho to a
its consequences that's what place called Pinkville, which is
the book says.
now famous because of what
When a man's expectations are happened in one of its small
denied him, he becomes confused. hamlets, My Lai.
When he is totally disregardedwhen
After three or four days at a
his wishes and even rights are place called Landing Zone Buff,
constantly and endlessly ignored, my company CA`d into My Lai
he reacts in a different way. pm February 12, for what was to
Initially he feels a blind anger, the be eight or ten days in the field
wish to strike back. After a time
he looks around him and sees that
he is surviving on his own and
without the help of anyone
OR
outside his small circle of equally
miserable friends, his Company.
What was blind anger evolves into
& ALSC
something more, a feeling of great
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
pride in himself and those who
Service
share his agony and a feeling of
self-sufficiency. "Those bastards
in the rear can go to hell, along
104011.
'-.2 - -54"
with The Man."

YELLOW CAB
AMBULANCE

"Those Bastards In The Rear Can
Go To Hell Along With THE MAN"
In order to understand the
circumstances leading to the
formation of the separate and
defiant entity which the company
became, one must first know
something about the Army
Infantry Company in general. The
Infantry Company is, according to
the book, a "highly efficient
mobile strike force." In reality it
is an often ill-commanded, loosely
organized, unhappy group that
meanders for weeks on end
seeking an enemy who fights
only if and when he wishes. The
book says that the Infantry has
direct and efficient aerial and
artillary support as well as a
dependable line of resupply by
helicopter. The book says that the
Infantry is re-supplied'daily, or at
least, every third day. This
re-supply consists of food,
ammunition, mail and other

necessary mate ,ials. The book also
says that the Infantry company
will spend a certain amount of
time in the field and then will
be rotated onto a fire base where,
other than guarding the perimeter
and pulling details, it will have the
opportunity to relax a little and
prepare itself for the next combat
assault. The book also says that

MA 71121
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reseattks coon
To Receive a Special Discount

Present this coupon and your student card for
your 20% discount on any diamond wedding set.

20% Off
on any Diamond Wedding Set

,
was lelds
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JEWELERS

YAKI STICKS
SPECIALTIES TO GO

4-88

Puget Sound National Bank
The hometown bank.
26th & Proctor — Phone FU 3-2811

6110 SIXTH AVENUE

Villa Plaza
and
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"Feb. 18 The Company Commander Was 'Blown Away"
"I Became Commanding Officer."
with anyone else.
In the book it says that after a
time in the field, a Company will
rotate onto a firebase for a time
of relative relaxation. Because of
what we had become, and because
The Man knew of our hatred of
him and his. we did not rotate
onto a firebase after two or three
weeks like everyone else, we
stayed in the field .. for
fifty-eight days.
The goal of the Infantry is to
close with and defeat the enemy.
We were prepared for combat but
we avoided it. The Army has strict
standards of dress and behavior.
We kept as clean as we could, but
were not concerned with
presenting a most military
appearance. The Army say s that
Officers do not associate with
enlisted men. Officers, (in my
Battalion anyway), who took this
approach did not succeed.
Because Bravo Company
openly violated these and many
other precepts, and because of our
chosen apartness, it became clear
to The Man that something had to
be done with us. It was. On
February 12, when we had first
left for My Lai, there were 106 of
.

"The Arm y sa y s that officers do not associate with enlisted men.
Officers (in m y Battalion an y wa y ), who took this approach did not
succeed."

before a "stand-down" in Chu
Lai.
On February 18, the day he
was to leave for R and R, our
Company commander was
"blown-away" and I became CO.
On February 28, my company
was ordered to attack a village
which supposedly contained three
or four pinned down VC. At 2:50
pm. the 2nd platoon of Bravo
Company ceased to exist. The
Man, 2000 feet up in his
heliocopter said get up and
assault. Charlie company at the
south of the village got up and
assaulted. It cost them three
"tracks" and 30 men in five
minutes and they gained nothing.
I did not get my men up and
assault; I told The Man to come
down on the ground and see if he
wanted to assault, then I shut off
my radio. Before that day was
over, Bravo Company lost 10
good men and all respect for The
.r
Man:

Ceases To Be Cog
February 28th was the day
that Bravo Company ceased to be
a part of the army team, ceased to
be a cog in the war machine.
I am told that any culture must
have its heroes, in our case, an
anti-hero dominated the scene—it
was The Man, or Mile High Davis,
as he was hatefully named after
the above-mentioned episode. Our
secondary anti-heroes were the
men in the rear area, the ones who
couldn't find time to make sure
our supplies got to us, but had
time for a daily dose of the best
the local whores could offer, or
who got rich selling our daily
ration of beer and soda to the
"dinks" instead of getting it out
to us. We also developed a
universal hatred for the "lifers"
who talked about how it was
when war was war. Where the hell
were all these old soldiers who
were going to guide us and help us
since they had seen and done it
all? They were running the service
clubs in Chu Lai or the supply
tent in Duc Pho, and drinking
whiskey and having fun.

who would come out to the field
to share his great faith with us.
We became self reliant, able to
live off the land when The Man
saw to it that we were the last
to get food and water and mail.
We learned to share without
malice, to look for someone to
help, and to depend without
doubt on each other. We became
the best because we had to be to
survive without help. While other
Company losses mounted, ours
fell. Since we felt no loyalty to
The Man we lied to him and we
stopped early in the day, and we
were set up and ready when the
night came, and no one fell asleep
at night and no one made
mistakes, and so no one from
Bravo Company died at night but
many from Alpha Company and
Charlie Company and Delta
Company died.
We became brothers rather
than soldiers. I gave no orders
because there was no need to,
whatever was necessary to insure
the survival and wellbeing and
happiness of another was done.
We were not unhappy, we
laughed much, but our humor was
only for us, we shared nothing

"Where the hell were all these old
soldiers who were g oin g to g uide
us and help us?"

us. Fifty-eight days later when I
was taken from the field and my
Company given over to an
incompetant and frightened
Captain Veeder, there were 61 of
us standing.
By eliminating me, The Man
felt he had eliminated the driving
force behind what he considered
to be a dangerous uprising among
his troops. He had not heard us
sing our songs. He knew nothing
of, (or did not care for), the

BUCK'S
6t'8, Pearl

MODERN
CLEANERS

,
THE REAL STORY

I(* Fly Navy :
*

There's more to insurance than sales, and
that's why THE HARTFORD WANTS TO
TALK TO YOU ON CAMPUS

Officer Information Team

Available Thursday and Friday 1:
October 22-23 — 9:30 a.m.

-

4(

People tend to think of insurance in terms of direct
sales. THE HARTFORD has 22,000 independent
agents and brokers who do a fine job of just this sort
of thing. As important as this function obviously is,
it's only part of THE HARTFORD story.

*

THE HARTFORD means opportunity

3:30 p.m.

Placement Office McInt y re Hall

O.C.S., Waves

Expires Oct. 15

4(

It is the chance to work in a variety of roles, one of
which may just be the career you're looking for. Our
accent is on people—the many individual talents and
efforts that together have made us a leader in this
business for more than 150 years.

4(
Officer Information
4(
******* ;N 43Li 144*****#

THE HARTFORD means challenge
We take pride in our lon g involvement in business
and public affairs and our vigorous approach to the
demands of today.

Skate Your Date at

THE HARTFORD means a future
For most of our career openings a degree in a specific field is not necessary. We are professionals, and
in keeping with this standard we provide formal

classroom and/or on-the-job training leading to
future management positions in the following areas:

Lakewood
Ice Arena

Office Administration
• Claim Representative
Engineer
• Special Agent
• Underwriter
• Premium Auditor
Actuary

Look into THE HARTFORD story
Register with the placement office now for

WED. — 8:45
10:30
THURS. — 6:15
8:15
FRI. SAT. SUN. — 8:15-10:15
SAT.
SUN.
2:30-4:30
-

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

_ fr

-

Oct.

23 1970

YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT YOU'LL DO WELL WITH

THE HARTFORD
IN(

SK 9-4242

LO 4-8222

with this coupon

2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

STUDENT RATES

Accutron Sales and Service

3812 No. 26th

*AN

-

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS

Call Ahead

One per person

Diamonds — Jewelry
aravelle
Accutron
Bulova
El g in
Hamilton
Seiko

Mike Black & Jim Peterson

Regular French Fry 19t

Competitive Prices!

Our counter culture had a very
deep belief in God, or least a God.
It was vital to feel that there was
someone watching over and
protecting us, and to be assured of
this, we read the Bible, and we
respected greatly the Chaplain

Master Watchmaker

3620
6th Ave.
SK 2-6884

DELIVERY AT DORMS

Culture Begun

Tacoma's Only Certified

Carriage House
Antiques

COUPON

DAILY PICK-UP AND

*******************4

Aviation,

deepkinship we had among us. He
looked past what we had done
and sought to alter us, to put us
back in the groove, and have us
once again be mindless,
all-obeying drones. He resented
the fact that although we were
disliked by all, no one could
challenge us, we were the best and
everyone knew it.
It is important to note that
when Mile High Davis flew over
Bravo Company the day after I
left, someone put a bullet through
his heliocopter. Unfortunately, it
hit the Sgt. Major in the foot.

,f

Admission
.90
Skate Rentals .45
.

7310 Steilacoom Boulevard S.W.

1
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1

1
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,

,

4

MARIFORO IMSURANCI

GROUP
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RECRUITING DEPARTMENT
PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
650 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94120
An equal opportunity employer M
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UPS Artist
Bill Colby
Featured

Studio I One Acts:
Lighthearted Night

Internationally known artist
and UPS Professor Bill Colby will
offer his ideas of artist "wcdried"
to nature through a series of
woodcuts for the University
Chapel this coming Wednesday,
October 21.
Professor Colby, who received
his degrees at the University of
Denver and University of Illinois,
has been with the UPS Art
Department since 1956. Besides
his prints, Mr. Colby's work in oil
and watercolor is recognized
throughout the US and abroad.
His original prints have been
purchased by the Library of
Congress, the University of
Washington, Seattle Art Museum,
Tacoma Art Museum, and two are
displayed in the US Information
Agency Offices in Kenya and
Guatemala. The US Embassies in
Budapest and Warsaw also contain
his work. He is a consistent
exhibitor in the Northwest and
has won many awards for his
paintings.

By SARAH COMBS
Arts & Entertainment Editor

ART PROFESSOR BILL COLBY displays one of his woodcuts. Prof.
Colby beleives the organic nature of this medium is it's most important
asset.

The idea of wood and wood
grain as being nature-like, alive
and organic, is most important in
his work. The communication of
ideas and images from the wood
will be shown in a display from
his own original collection and
from slides. Professor Colby will
also discuss the art as contrasted
by German im. This exhibit is part

of the University Chapel's weekly
series on Art as "Faithful"
communication. The Kilworth
Chapel basement will be the
showcase for Professor Colby and
hes philosophy ar 11:00 am on
Wednesday.

KANE'S COMPANY
ELECTRIFIES CROWD
WELCOME TO OUR HOUSE
was the incredible ballet "Called
Forth and Directed" by Mike
Kane for the Wednesday, October
14 Chapel. Mike Kane and Kay
Lamb, ex-Joffrey Ballet company
member, did the choreography to
music ranging from cool 2001
Soundtrack to hot Lucretia
McEvil, by Blood Sweat and
Tears. It's impossible for me to
describe—except to say that it was
the sexiest—meaning healthy,
exuberant, joyous use of the
body—ballet I've seen. Jon Hersh
has helped me out by recording
his impressions for you.—SC.
Twelve women, one man, got
it? Dig. So for an hour, these
thirteen are making a mad,
fantastic, ecstatic, sensual,
powerful scene of dance and
music. The energy and fire put
out was unbelieveable. They went
through modern interpretaive and
classical ballet. They tore the air
with leaps and pounded the earth
with splits. The room froze and
exploded at every moment, with
the whole crowd dying of the
beauty of it. Four hundred and
fifty souls came together and
merged into one piece of mind
and man for that hour. The sun
was at the windows, warming the
world and trying to get in and
join, as the dance flew on. Never
had I felt such anguish at the
beauty and grace of dance. Never.
They conclude their session
with a gift, because, as Mike puts
it, "You gave us a gift by coming
to see us, so we want to give you
one that had some life once". To
the sounds of Sly and the Family
Stone, "Our House is a very, very
fine house" they gleefully pass
out fruit and flowers.
A Gift Indeed! Everything!
The only gift we ask for, Friends,
is that you do it again. Soon.

KAY LAMB doesn't so much
move as float in some special
liquid medium of her own:Her
long limbs hold the movements
longer than seems humanly
possible. Her solo and pas de deux
with other dancers highlighted the
University Chapel dance
presentation last Wednesday.

These plays will be shown
Thursday, Friday and Saturday in
the Chapel Basement at 8:30.

SO-we'd
JEWELRY
Sales and Service for

KATHY VOIGHT (Left) and RUSS ANDAVALL face up to their
heavenly conflicts in HARRY AND THE ANGELS. Russ is a very
funny new talent in the UPS Drama department.

After the first highly successful and everything will take place on
"Friday at Four" it's going to be Tuesday night, October 20 at
hard to find an act to top it. 8:30 pm.
Folksinger DOUG Auer from the
Seattle Folk Lore Society will
probably fill the bell as he takes
off on his 5 string banjo and 12
string guitar.
As usual, the time is changed

"Flowers for every
occasion"

V

1620 - 6th Ave.
MA 7-7161

Magazines: ROLLING STONES

DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

110FMANN

TODAY
F riday
October 16
1-3 p.m.

oFFENBA

Loggerburger
Special
300
CELLAR 10

November 12

Rm. 10 SC

K
/

/
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For just $5.50 UPS students
can see the great

Joon Sutherland

includes one balcony seat and round trip
TIME

LOOK

LIFE NEWSWEEK PSYCH. TODAY

V

V

busfare. Be sure to contact Sarah Combs at
the TRAIL office soon to order your tickets.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
V

in

the "Tales of Hoffman" opening night. Price

Continuation of 'The new look at the old store'.
V

Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin

'KULP oF

UPS BOOKSTORE

Flowers

Adam and Eve trapped by a
jealous lady elephant who
resented Eve's breaking up her
"thing" with Adam?
The playlette, directed by
A fully grown young man
Carol Parcheta moves rapidly ,
haranguing a clerical angel into
thanks to good timing and
letting him be born?
wisecracking dialogue. It is saved
It's a lighthearted hour as two
from banality by the gently
of the students from Rick Tudor's
sarcastic caricature of both sexes
directing class present their discovering one another.
creations: the Studio I One Acts.
HARRY AND THE ANGELS
THE APPLE BIT shows a really is banal. The plot hardly
nagging, sharp tongued Eve stands up to any analysis as Harry,
prodding a phlegmatic Adam into loveable and immature, harasses
eating the Apple and then hiding the too prim, too efficient angelic
from God. Tiny Shanlee clerk. Cathy Voight, as the angel,
Heffelfinger plays Eve to the hilt puts as much warmth as possible
with a semi-Bronx accent, "At into the extremely stereotyped
least Snake knows what the scene role.
is".
The really funny moments
Her tall, good-looking Adam, were provided by Russ .Andavall
John Dawson, lumbers through He is, to my knowledge, a novice
his part with too little facial
actor, but he throws all his
expression, but hysterical delivery energy, charm and enthusiasm
as the straight man for her jibes.
into his performance. It works. He
is humanly vulnerable and
entertaining. Even at rehearsal and
before a tiny audience, Russ
causes sparks and guffaws to fly.
Criticisms notwithstanding, it
is better to see neophyte directors
do a sharp job of a simple play
than to get lost in some more
esoteric work. Congrats to Marti
Dirkes and Carol Parcheta for a
cheerful, effective job well done.

/

Farley's

"You invariably bring up sex
when we can't possibily have it"
he accuses her woefully as they
are hiding from God in the hole
he has dug.

U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT
* Newly stocked card & stationery center

V
V

Seattle Opera

Glynn Ross, gen, dir.
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PLU MURDERED 24-7
By DARREL JOHNSON
Deep in the heart of the
suburbs of Tacoma, there lies a
corpse.
It is the remains of the PLU
football team after being trounced
24-7 by the Loggers. The Knights
were alive and gung-ho last
Saturday. With a 2-1 record
sparking them, PLU was raring to
push the Loggers all over the field
at Franklin Pierce Stadium. But
they didn't count on the cunning
of Coach Ryan or the antics of
Bob Cason.
UPS let the Knights build up
their hopes by allowing PLU a 7-0
lead early in the second quarter.
The Loggers scared them a little
by taking the ball and converting
it into a field goal with the help of
side-winding kicker Jaap Van Erk.
PLU still had control of the game
but the lead was cut, 7-3.

Then the Northside Mob
started making their muscle felt as
the Men from Murder Inc, the
Logger's defensive front five, went
into action. Lead by Rick Van
Volkinburg, the front five tore
open the PLU offensive line, and
forced a fumble, UPS defensive
captain Roy Bogrand scooped up
the ball and ran it back for a
touchdown.
Much to the Lutes chagrin, this
runback is perfectly legal under
PLU's NAIA rules being used, but
it would not have been if they had
used the NCAA rules the Loggers
usually play by.
After notching a touchdown
and knocking the PLU safety out
with a broken collarbone, UPS
went from defensive to offensive.
Coach Ryan revealed his game
strategy by letting PLU's defense
get set on Garnett before he
shifted to his "silent gun,"
trigger-man Bob Cason.

Will Western Be An
Upset or Victory?
Wild and wooly Western
Washington State College is the
nest candidate for the Loggers to
knock off.
Scheduled for 8 pm at Western
the game could be more of a
contest than our football team
expects. Western is 2-2, but the
games they dropped were close
ones. They lost 29-14 to PLU on
some fourth quarter touchdowns.
This last Saturday Simon Fraser
got them 7.0 with the first
touchdown pass Western has
allowed this season.
Simon Fraser picked off
Portland State 21-12, but
maiiatigilMIPVT) agikkii.stern.

Led by quarterback Glenn
Hadlund, Western rolled up 438
yards total offense to Simon
Fraser 225. Glenn, who is the
older brother of PLU's
quarterback, Jim Hadlund, passed
for 251 yards in the game. A
couple of Western's leading
receivers that the Loggers will
have to contend with are Tom
Wigg and Steve Jasmer ( who has
caught three touchdown passes
these year).
Western won't be a breeze.
They have a smaller team than last
year, but it is very quick. They
will be hustling and working hard
for an upset over UPS. Will the
Loggers allow it?

PLU had been wounded when
the Loggers jumped to a 10-7
lead, but Cason made sure they
were dead meat. Running backs
Doug Broughal and Greg Opsahl
beat their way through the PLU
line and end Bill Heckler snagged
passes to set up Cason's short
bomb to Mark Ross who casually
drifted into the end zone.
In the third quarter, Cason
gave fans heart flutters when he
was nailed for a loss and a penalty
that totaled a minus 60 yards.
Logger defense and in particular
Andy Lofton's interception kept
the Knight's from capitalizing on
this.
Shooting for the spot of Top
Gun, Cason put the finishing
touches on the dying Knights with
an explosive 25 yard pass to Bill
Heckler who beat his man to
touchdown territory.
When the final body count was
taken, the score was UPS:
24—PLU: 7. It was the fifth
straight stomp in five years and
the 33rd win in a series of 48.
Will Plu fans reclaim the corpse
of their football team? It looks
like it is beginning to disintegrate.

Isisolouswismoossollao0•41.01masiss

ROY BOGRAND skips past the 10 yard line, on his way
to a touchdown in the PLU game. Photo by Doug Wycoff

RIGHT ON

Sat. & Sun.

olooloomillootmlosePulasismososPftssollmis,

9 a.m.-2 p.m.

3 GAMES

BETWEEN THE LINES

$1.15
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By DARREL JOHNSON
UPS fans enjoyed a double
treat this last weekend. They saw
a good halftime show put on by
the Clover Park marching band
and they saw a Logger offense
that moved the ball enough to put
the game out of the reach of PLU.
Coach Ryan was just as
dissatisfied with the Loggers 1-3
record as the students who hung
him in effigy, but he did
something positive about it. He
coached the Loggers to a win over
the Lutes and pushed the record
2-3.
It was Ryan's use of Greg
Garnett and Bob Cason as a 1-2
punch that knocked the Knights
for a loop. Garnett softened up
the PLU defense then Cason came
in for the kill. Look for this to be
the game pattern in the next few
weeks.
Plu did beat us in several
categories. The Lutes had 16 first
downs to our 15. They netted 125
yards rushing to UPS' net of 87.
The Knights totaled 267 yards
offensively compared to 255 of
the Loggers.

With UPS it is a question of
whether you want good yardage
or good touchdowns. Generally
coaches believe that good yardage
goes hand-in-hand with making
touchdowns, but it looks like
Cason is proving them wrong.
While the offense racked up 18
points, the defense added six
points of its own with Bogrand's
recovery-return of one of PLU's
four fumbles (all recovered by
UPS). Other outstanding defensive
actions were Andy Lofton's
interception and freshman Rick
Van Volkinburg's dumping of
PLU's quarterback three times
behind the line of scrimage.

OWER LANE
6th Ave.
LO 4-8853

63222

BUFF'S
Barber Shop
4-Barbers
Complete Service
SK 9-8586
3102 - 6th Ave

Johny's Tavern
CON NER
ES
2 Pool Tables
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Hilarious Co-Hit!
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Dick Van Dyke
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THIS LOGGER KICKER didn't overcome Seattle
Pacific's 5-3 lead, but the UPS Soccer team came back
and shut out UW Huskies 4-0 in a come that will be
televised this Saturday at 9 p.m. Photo by Doug Wycoff
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Freshmen Vote
Foster Leads

ANGEL FLIGHT NEW MEMBERS include: (sitting left to right)
Sara Eaton, Diane Henry, Bonnie Witherbee, Lynn Thomas.
(Standing left to right) Karen Zylstra, Joanne Bracken, Ann
Johnson, Mary Dahl, Polly Ball, Lee Darrow.

Tueller Elected
ACLU President
Senior Jack Tueller was elected investigation of school policy
president of the UPS chapter of regarding privacy in the dorm.
the American Civil Liberties The 6th Amendment provides
Union last Monday.
protection against unreasonable
Other elected officials include
search and seizure.
secretary-treasurer Mary Budish,
The Union has been involved in
vice-president Alan Poobus, and
several
long hair disputes in local
Tacoma Board Representative
high
schools
revolving around first
Terry Slatten.
amendment
rights to free
The local chapter is dedicated
expression.
to the protection of rights
guaranteed by the United States
Tueller will take office
immediately replacing interim
Constitution.
Recent action has included president Howard Parker.

Central Board Notes
The number of people
qualifying for faculty status may
be reduced in the near future.
Tom Leavitt, reporting to
Central Board about the recent
Faculty Senate meeting,
announced that the group
approved a proposal which would
eliminate 14 administrators from
faculty status.
These positions would include:
three vice-presidents; all deans
with the exception of the two
academic deans; the registrar, the
director of admissions; the bursar,
the business manager; and the
controller.
Those persons having faculty
status would include: the
president of the university, two
academic deans, and the
instruction staff of the university.
The proposal--approved by the
Faculty-Senate--now goes before
the entire faculty for its first
reading and final approval.
Thompson also announced that
vacancies still need to be filled on
the Artist & Lecture committee.
Carol Richards, off campus
representative to CB, said that
students are needed to sign up for
two sub-committees of the
Student-Faculty Relations
committee. The sub-committees
include: campus security and
establishment of a 24-hour crisis
center.

The Student Advisory
Committee is continuing
discussion concerning
pre-registration: pros and cons.
Lucy DeYoung, co-chairman
for Homecoming, reported that a
"free" dinner for students will be
held in the Field House following
the game. The dinner is sponsored
by the Alumni and all meal tickets
have been cancelled for regular
Saturday dinner to help in the
cost of the special Homecoming
dinner.
International Club was allotted
$150 for additional expenses
mainly including an unbudgeted
item: a foster child.
Charles Wheeler was ratified as
KUPS station manager.
Mortar Board, a senior
women's scholastic honorary
group, was alloted an additional
$65.

CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs— 7 1/2c per word.
Commercial 10c per word.
Rates for larger ads on request

Randy Foster led freshman
candidates for class president in
last week's primary election as he
polled 68 votes. Jim Nurse also
made today's final election
gaining 43 votes. Mark Stone
received 29 votes.
Other returns are as follows,
with the top two candidates
qualifying for the final election:
VICE-PRESIDENT
Steve Gray
57
Lynne Larson
51
Jim Sanderson
25
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Desera Towle
53
Gretchen Blitz
30
Sharon Hopkins
27
Lenny Krueger
21
Patricia Casalou
10
SARGEANT-AT-ARMS
Linda Branson
54
Gretchen Chilton
53
Christine Carney
38
There were 145 total votes cast
out of a class of 644.

To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext.

for an Ad Taker

WANTED

PET

Boy roommate, $45. 1301 S. 9th
& M. Carl Anderson.

Female (spade) Black lab. has
shot5, papers can be registered. 8
mo. old. Call VE 9-0472 (Fed.
Way)

Ambitious persons who wants to
earn but can only work part-time.
Opportunity to earn $3.00 or
more per hour. Training given.
Call GR2-8032. 7-9 pm or
9-10:30am.

ANTIQUES
Antiques, clothes, tapestries,
Parish Prints, books, and rugs.
Carriage House; 3620 6th Ave. SK
2-6884, 9 am-9nm.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Interested in newspaper work?

Want to earn money, learn
salesmenship through experience
and meet interesting people? Call
Steve Zimmerman, ext. 278, for
more information.

The TRAIL needs more reporters
to research and write news stories.
Contact Howard Parker--ext. 278.

PACIFIC NATIONAL
BANK OF
WASHINGTON

Homecoming

'The Students' Bank'

(Continued from Page One)

Becky Austell (Delta Delta Delta)
Char Amazaki (Gamma Phi Beta)
Kathy Carney (Pi Beta Phi)
Margie Herbert (Kappa Kappa
Eddie Johnson (Indee)
Roberta Moore (Indee)
Alona Gallipo (Indee)
Allyson Paddock (Alpha Phi)
Marilyn Parker (Kappa Alpha
Gretchen West (Chi Omega)
Scott MOrgan (SAE)
Jim Rooke (Sigma Chi)
Mark Templeman (Theta Chi)
Brad Weller (Kappa Sigma)
Joe Wenaweser (Sigma Nu)
The Homecoming Dance at
8:30 Saturday night in the Great
Hallm will feature two bands, The
Floating Bridge, and Northwest
Rock N' Roll, (semi-formal
attire).

6th & Union
Banking C e nter

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

BREAKTHRU
Phone GR 5-9909
for information

18 and over

52nd & So. Tacoma Way

Presenting

"Gabriel -

Thursday & Sunday
8 p.m.

-

12 p.m.

ONLY $1.00
for College Students

Friday & Saturday

with A.S.B. Card.

9 p.m.

-

3 a.m.

FREE!
91m/P.1
"HEFTY"

Herfy's Welcome Days
Bring A Friend!

etagms

Proctor House
Restaurant
"Fine Food at
Depression Prices"

2514 N. Proctor
SK 2-7055

2

FOR

1

6402 - 6"

Offer expires: Oct. 23, 1970
goes■

For Quality
Diamonds - Watches
Jewelry - Silver

•••

■

MR: CLIP and SAVE MS

Shop MIEROW'S
Tacoma's Only Pioneer Jeweler

Extended Budget Terms
No Interest or Carrying Charges

MIEROWN
900 Broadway

278

MA 72446
.11■Ipm.

